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CHALLENGE
Glabellar frown lines treatment combines injectable fillers, polydioxanone threads, and botulinum toxin, but,

to our knowledge, a single technique capable of treating deep wrinkles and photodamage remains elusive.

SOLUTION
We have been treating glabellar frown lines using superlocalized phenolecroton oil chemical peel. Initially,

the skin is degreased by rubbing it with cotton soaked in acetone, to standardize the peeling.1 The area of
interest is marked using awhite skin pencil. A 0.8%Hetter2 formula is applied thoroughly with a first pass using a
wooden applicator with the wet tip wrapped in cotton, followed by 5 to 10 multidirectional passes without
adding any extra solution. Stretching the skin during the application helps to reach the whole wrinkle. In case of
any deeper lines, we punctually reapply on the spot overlapping the application with extra volume. No
analgesia is needed, as phenol itself works as an anesthetic drug. The patient feels a burning sensation that lasts
for approximately 10 seconds after the first pass; mild burning may return and persist for 6 to 8 hours. A total of
1% silver sulfadiazine cream and petroleum jelly are applied throughout the healing period. We consider that
this technique achieves good results, with a low risk of demarcation with nearby skin areas (Fig 1, A); however,
demarcation can be seen in phototypes higher than III or when skin exhibits increased elastosis. Long-lasting
results are expected for over 2 years (Fig 1, B). The ‘‘superlocalized-phenol-croton peel’’ is performed as an
in-office procedure, does not require expensive technology, and may lead to prolonged improvement of static
glabellar lines, which make patients look stern. Larger studies are needed to evaluate the safety and
complication rates for this simple technique.
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Fig 1. A, Patient with prominent deep glabellar frown line wrinkles before treatment. B, Two
years after the procedure, the glabellar area still exhibits excellent results, even without further
procedures on the treated area.
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